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AI TO RULE
THE SKIES

Turn to p126 to find out
how AI will help air traffic
controllers navigate the
skies when cargo
drones become
common

researchers also “want to know that
the aircraft itself is not going to
adversely impact the quality of those
medicines through its operational
characteristics,” he said. “No-one has
done much work looking at the
potential implications of things like
vibration on medicines in general
and on blood samples.”
By the end of March 2022, the CAA,
in partnership with the Vehicle
Certificate Agency and the Medical &
Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency, hope to have established
rules for testing “crash containers”.
“This is kind of new territory for
the CAA,” said Cherrett. “It’s all
about the training, the provision of
facilities, the understanding of who’s
in charge at what time.” The CAA will
also need to consider factors such as
spill kits and how first responders
will deal with the drone.

Design of the drones

These are questions Cherrett has
thought a lot about, as last year he
and his colleagues completed a test
flight of a drone carrying medical
supplies across the Solent to the Isle
of Wight. What
might a safe cargo
drone container
actually look like?
Cherrett says it
doesn’t necessarily
have to be the
sharp metal frame
that we associate
with today’s drones. “It could be
made quite robustly out of a range of
different materials or literally be that
the encasement packaging itself,
which would be foam or a kind of
polystyrene or plastic,” he said.
The other factor weighing on the
design is not just what is best for the
drone, but what fits into existing
systems. The NHS, for example,
already has numerous different
packaging standards. “A standard
blood bag that will be going from NHS
Blood Transfusion to somewhere
might be 13 kilograms in weight,” he
said. “It’s going to have to be a large
drone to be able to carry that.”
And perhaps most interestingly,
Cherrett speculates that both the
drones and the routes they fly might
be variable, depending on the cargo
involved. “You might find that for
certain products, drones carrying
those would not be able to go over
certain types of terrain, certain types
of infrastructure on the ground at
certain times of day, they’d have to fly
around various things,” he said.
By next March we should be
slightly closer to seeing cargo drones
fly overhead – but the route ahead
may still be complicated.

We want to know
that the aircraft is not
going to adversely
impact the quality of
those medicines

Cargo drones edge
closer to lift-off
UK authorities are giving serious thought to how to put cargo drones safely in the skies

F

or the past five years, we’ve
been waiting patiently for
cargo drones to take off in
Britain. But despite backing
from companies such as Amazon,
the skies remain mostly empty.
The problem? Making drones fly is the
easy part compared to the countless
other technical pieces of the puzzle to
10

solve. And that’s why the Civil
Aviation Authority (CAA) has
announced that it’s trying to figure
out how to test whether drone cargo
containers are safe enough for the
transportation of “dangerous” goods.
It’s a vital consideration, because
there could be huge time-saving
advantages to having drones transport

cargo such as medical items, where
every second could count.
“There’s two sides to the danger,”
said Tom Cherrett, professor of
logistics and management at the
University of Southampton. There’s
the obvious challenge of what
happens if the hazardous material
crashes or falls out of the sky, but

Chrome’s green padlock
showed clearly when a site
was secure

HTTPS secures victory

Browser extension that redirected users to secure versions of
websites is no longer needed
Privacy campaigners have claimed a
victory in their battle to make the web
safer, by retiring a now redundant plug-in
that enforced encryption.
Back in 2011, the web was a very
different place. Most websites didn’t use
HTTPS to connect to a computer. Instead,
they used the unencrypted HTTP
protocol, meaning that your web traffic
could be sniffed out by any system your
data happened to pass through. It was a
security and privacy nightmare.
The Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF) knew this needed to change for the
good of the web, so it launched the “HTTPS
everywhere” browser extension, which
performed a task we now take for granted.
It redirected web addresses to secure
versions of websites, so we would use
HTTPS by default. A decade on, HTTPS by
default is built into all the major browsers,
so the EFF is declaring a victory of sorts –
by retiring the now unnecessary extension.
So why did it take so long to take such
an obvious security step? “There was still
scepticism around HTTPS performance,
and whether or not the performance was
worth it,” said Alexis Hancock, director of
engineering at the EFF, who worked on
the extension. She explains how, at the
time, website administrators had to pay a
fee to a certificate authority in order to
use HTTPS, which put many websites off.
As the EFF continued campaigning and
use of the extension grew, the security
dominoes gradually began to fall. “2015
was definitely a pivotal year,” said
Hancock. “Certbot and Let’s Encrypt
were launched and created. Let’s Encrypt
is the body that provides free [HTTPS
certificates] for websites, and Certbot is

the tool that EFF works on to help website
administrators automate that process.”
It was also the year when the first
major change happened that end users
would notice. “Chrome actually stepped
up and started to flag sites as insecure,”
said Hancock of the introduction of the
browser’s green padlock, which provided
a clear signal of whether a site was secure
or not. “That was a big visual for users and
website administrators,” she said.
The other browsers soon followed
suit, and by 2018 Chrome switched to
offering users the opposite perspective:
retiring the padlock and instead warning
users when the website they were using
was not secure. And then last year, all the
other browsers in quick succession
announced the creation of HTTPS-only
and HTTPS-by-default modes.
“We were really excited to see that
close cascade of [announcements]
together when Firefox really kind of
kicked that into gear last fall,” said
Hancock. And with that, it was essentially
mission complete for the EFF’s extension.
So, what is the next big privacy and
security battle the EFF plans to fight?
“Going further in the network and the
stack and making sure everything is
secure, because your web requests don’t
stop at your browser,” said Hancock,
pointing to smartphone apps as one
example of non-browser requests.
She believes that the next big privacy
frontier is mobile, and that technologies
such as end-to-end encryption can
provide a more secure experience.
“Our internet use expands beyond
laptops now, so we have to look at those
platforms as well.”
11
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The A-List

CHROMEBOOKS

Lenovo IdeaPad Flex 5 Chromebook

Apple MacBook Air

Dynabook Portégé X30W-J-10F
The best convertible money can buy

Affordable Apple M1
ultraportable from £999
from apple.com/uk

Apple’s ARM-based M1 chip is blasting
away its AMD and Intel x86 opposition
with truly extraordinary speeds. Even the low-end model with 8GB of RAM is
ludicrously fast. Apple makes no changes to the Air’s design, but it still looks
fabulous and now supports both USB 4 and Wi-Fi 6. Add battery life into the
teens and its biggest threat comes from the updated M1 MacBook Pro 13in.
REVIEW Issue 316, p40

ALTERNATIVES

Samsung Galaxy
Book Pro (15.6in)
A powerful laptop
with a 15.6in AMOLED
screen that weighs a
mere 1.05kg? And with
stonking battery life too?
The Galaxy Book Pro is a
winner. Core i7, £1,449
from johnlewis.com
REVIEW Issue 323, p50

MSI Summit
E13 Flip Evo

This ludicrously sleek and
light 2-in-1 convertible
is fast, stylish and offers
a superb 12hrs 19mins
battery life that’s up there
with the best laptops. And
it’s affordable, too.
£1,249 from scan.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 325, p54

LG Gram 17
(2021)

The combination of a
2,560 x 1,600 17in screen
and 1.3kg weight – as
well as a well-rounded
specification – make
this a great buy for
homeworkers. £1,549
from amazon.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 320, p51

Lenovo Legion 7 (Gen 6)

Lenovo
ThinkPad X1
Carbon Gen 9

Solid, dependable and
a pleasure to use, the
powerful and slimline
ThinkPad T14s includes
a new Ryzen 7 Pro, as
well as a super-plush
keyboard. £1,180 exc VAT
from lenovo.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 318, p48

A business laptop
with heaps of luxury,
especially if you choose
the top-end model with
a 3,840 x 2,400 screen.
£1,808 exc VAT from
lenovo.com
REVIEW Issue 327, p60

Dell XPS 13

Dell has updated the
gorgeous XPS 13 with
Intel’s 11th-generation
Core chips to great
effect. The 13.4in screen,
touchpad and solid
keyboard are similarly
sumptuous. From £1,489
exc VAT from dell.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 317, p50

ALTERNATIVES

When we say that the Asus ZenBook 14 UX425
offers everything you’ll need, we’re not kidding:
this simply brilliant laptop oozes quality, with
an 11th-generation Intel Core i7-1165G7
processor, a classy keyboard, head-turning
touchpad/number pad, phenomenal
screen, superb battery life of
11hrs 41mins and even
some gaming grunt.
REVIEW Issue 319, p80

The combination of RTX
3080 graphics and Intel’s
Core i9-11900H CPU in
our test model (GX703HSKF004R) led to predictably
blistering performance.
£3,000 from scan.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 323, p56

An RTX 3070 is the star,
but it’s backed by a
high-quality 15.6in 165Hz
screen, Ryzen 7 CPU
and a solid aluminium
chassis. £1,300 from
box.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 326, p60

Honor
MagicBook 14

A stunning amount of
power wrapped up in
a high-quality metal
chassis, making it head
and shoulders above its
similarly priced rivals.
£800 from hihonor.com
REVIEW Issue 319, p82

HP Envy
13 (2020)

It may not be the world’s
most exciting laptop, but
the Envy 13 is a compact and
forward-looking machine
that’s ideally suited to these
homeworking times. £800
from store.hp.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 319, p83

ENTHUSIAST PCs

A well-balanced system that offers
strong 1080p gaming performance
at lower-quality settings along with
straight-line speed courtesy of the
Intel Core i3-10015F processor. And
it’s well put together, too, with plenty
of potential for upgrades. £699 from
stormforcegaming.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 327, p55

You may decide to upgrade the
GeForce GTX 1650 when RTX
graphics cards become more
affordable, but for now this is a
classy and quiet-running system
with a Ryzen 5 5600X processor
as a firm foundation. £1,000 from
chillblast.com
REVIEW Issue 327, p56

NEW ENTRY

PCSpecialist Fusion Supreme
RTX 3060 Ti for £1,250

from pcspecialist.co.uk/reviews
Our message here is simple: buy this while you can!
The RTX 3060 Ti makes games look gorgeous at
1440p, and with a solid foundation of a Ryzen 5 5600X,
16GB of Corsair RAM and a 1TB SSD, it’s a powerhouse.
REVIEW Issue 327, p57

Ryzen 4000 PCs, from £389 exc VAT
from stonegroup.co.uk
Not one but a trio of compact, great-value PCs that are based
on AMD’s Ryzen 4000 Pro Series of processors. The 4650G
version, for £459 excluding VAT, hits the sweet spot for
performance and price, with StonePC also including 16GB of
RAM and a 500GB SATA SSD.
REVIEW Issue 316, p56

Cyberpower Infinity X105
GT Gaming PC
Buying a complete PC is probably your
easiest route to obtaining the RTX 3060
at the moment, and this is a solid
showcase for it: a tempered glass case,
Core i5-10400F and 1TB SSD. Enjoy it
while stocks last! £1,099 from
cyberpowersystem.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 326, p65

Chillblast Fusion Frigate
Gaming PC

Chillblast again demonstrates its skill
at extracting the most from a budget
by partnering a Core i5-11600K chip
with a water cooler for a superb set
of results. And when you outgrow
the GeForce GTX 1650, it’s easy to
upgrade. £1,000 from chillblast.com
REVIEW Issue 323, p87

HP EliteDesk 705 G5

Dell OptiPlex 7090 Ultra

InterPro IPW-R9

Armari Magnetar
M64TP-AW1200G3

Based on AMD’s Ryzen 5 Pro 3400GE
chip, this minuscule machine won’t
win awards for speed – or indeed
quietness – but it’s still more than
speedy enough for business use
(including for remote workers at
home), and is just as secure and
manageable as you’d expect from HP.
£698 exc VAT from uk.insight.com
REVIEW Issue 318, p59

This clever PC slots into a custom
monitor stand that you can then
attach to any screen with a VESA
100x100 slot – which is virtually all
of them. We tested the Intel Core
i5 version with 16GB of RAM and a
512GB SSD, which proved more than
fast enough for office-based tasks
From £659 exc VAT from dell.co.uk
REVIEW Issue 321, p48

WORKSTATIONS

ALTERNATIVES

Asus TUF
Asus ROG Zephyrus Lenovo Legion 5
Gaming A15 (2021) S17 GX703
(Gen 6)

Chillblast Fusion Prime
11 Gaming PC

StonePC Lite (Ryzen)

from uk.store.asus.com

from very.co.uk

Stormforce Onyx
GTX 1650

BUSINESS PCs

Everything you’ll need from £1,000

The fact you can buy a similarly
specified machine for over £3,000
hammers home just how good value
this laptop is. Not only do you get
superb performance in games and
everyday tasks, but the Legion 7
also comes with a high-quality 16in 2,560 x 1,600 screen and the ability to
upgrade the 16GB RAM and 1TB SSD yourself.
REVIEW Issue 326, p58

NEW ENTRY

Apple has applied its M1 formula to the diminutive Mac mini with predictably
stellar results: superb performance in native apps to the point where the mini is
challenging the much more expensive iMac for speed. If the software you want
to run is compatible with the M1, it’s an obvious, quiet and bargain choice that
will get you through your working day without fuss.
REVIEW Issue 318, p54

Asus ZenBook 14 UX425

GeForce RTX 3080 graphics
for £1,999
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Lenovo
ThinkPad T14s

NEW ENTRY

from apple.com/uk

EVERYDAY LAPTOPS

GAMING LAPTOPS

The TUF Gaming A15
is a great choice if you
need both power and
portability, thanks to a
Ryzen 7 5800H processor
and RTX 3070 graphics.
£1,600 from asus.com
REVIEW Issue 319, p51

NEW ENTRY

EVERYDAY PCs
Mini masterpiece, from £699

Not only is this 2-in-1 convertible ludicrously
light and slim, but it also offers a quiet
keyboard, performance fireworks, ports
a-plenty, a natural-feeling touchscreen and
a battery that will see you through a busy
working day. Dynabook by name, dynamite
by nature.
REVIEW Issue 319, p56

ALTERNATIVES

It’s not the flashiest machine on the
market, but a Core i5, 8GB of RAM, 128GB
SSD and rotating 13.3in screen add up to
a flexible workhorse that can handle
entertainment on the side.
REVIEW Issue 321, p87

Apple Mac mini (M1)

£1,021 exc VAT from uk.insight.com.

Lenovo IdeaPad Duet

The Flip C436F is a fast laptop that’s a
strong choice for businesses as well
as consumers, with a slim magnesium
alloy chassis that’s easy on the eye, a
256GB SSD, a fantastic 14in Full HD
screen, a rugby pitch-sized touchpad
and plenty of speed, thanks to its Core
i5 processor. £799 from johnlewis.com
REVIEW Issue 321, p83

from lenovo.com/gb

BUSINESS LAPTOPS

Asus Chromebook
Flip C436F

The Chromebook answer to
Microsoft’s Surface tablets, this is a
seriously versatile device – albeit not
the speediest (although we never
found it to be painfully slow while
carrying out everyday tasks). For
this price, and with a 16hrs 14mins
battery life, the Duet is a great
choice. £280 from lenovo.com/gb
REVIEW Issue 321, p86

Flexible laptop for £530

The
The best
best products
products on
on the
the market,
market, as
as picked
picked by
by our
our editors
editors
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Microsoft
Surface Laptop
Go

A superb travelling
companion, the Go offers
all the power you need in a
stylish and well-built 1.1kg
chassis. 128GB, £680
from microsoft.com/uk
REVIEW Issue 316, p48

Workstation Specialists WS-1640A-G4
64-core beast, £6,667 exc VAT
from workstationspecialists.com

There’s no doubting this workstation’s centrepiece:
a 64-core AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990X that,
with the aid of Nvidia’s Quadro RTX A5000 graphics,
tears through both rendering and modelling tasks.
Add a 2TB PCI-E 4 SSD and 128GB of RAM, and it’s
the fastest all-round machine we’ve ever tested.
REVIEW Issue 325, p87

Using AMD’s punchy Ryzen 9
5950X, which sports 16 cores, this
affordable workstation still has room
in the budget for Quadro RTX A4000
graphics. A well-chosen motherboard
also offers plenty of room for
memory and storage upgrades if
and when you need them. £2,500
exc VAT from ipworkstations.com
REVIEW Issue 325, p85

A promising debut for AMD’s 32core Threadripper Pro 3975WX,
with 128GB of ECC memory as eight
16GB modules to take advantage of
its eight-channel memory support.
With the new Radeon Pro W6800
in support, it’s a star in 3ds Max.
£6,650 exc VAT from armari.com
REVIEW Issue 325, p84
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Energy-saving tech

FACEBOOK.COM/PCPRO

EASYTECH
HACKS
TO CUT ENERGY
BILLS
GAS AND ELECTRICITY PRICES ARE
ROCKETING. KEEP A LID ON THOSE
BILLS WITH OUR EASY HACKS TO
REDUCE POWER CONSUMPTION

Contributors:
Barry Collins,
Tim Danton,
Lee Grant,
Paul Ockenden
28

I

t’s hard to be sure of anything these days, but if there’s one
thing we can say with confidence, it’s that your energy bills
aren’t going to be getting cheaper any time soon.
The UK (and beyond) is in the midst of an energy crisis,
with a combination of factors sending the wholesale cost of
energy up to frightening levels. That’s already forced
several of the smaller energy companies – often those with the
cheapest tariffs – to the wall, with several more predicted to
follow. Suddenly, millions of people are paying hundreds of
pounds a year more for their energy, with an increase to the
price cap due early in 2022.
In short, we’ve never had greater motivation to get our
energy consumption under control. With winter now upon us, it’s
the most expensive time of the year for energy – and the time
when making small changes can make a big difference.
In this feature, we’ve got tons of easy ways to curb energy
spending and keep those bills down. No individual tip is going to
instantly save you hundreds of pounds, but lots of little savings
here and there can most certainly make a significant difference.
If you’re willing to get fully stuck into the energy saving,
Real World Computing columnist Paul Ockenden also delivers a
series of more advanced tips that require either an investment
of time, money or both. You’ll find those on p33.
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How to
install
Windows 11
RIGHT NOW

FACEBOOK.COM/PCPRO

I

f you’re running Windows 10, and your system
requirements meet Microsoft’s demands, then
at some point over the next few months you’ll be
offered an upgrade via Windows Update. However,
as we reveal on p14, big question marks hang over
exactly when that time will come. This week? This
month? This year? If you’re anything like us, you’re
impatient and want it now.
This is our guide to performing a clean installation of
Windows 11, but like all good stories, there are three

36

things that you need to know. First, this method is
designed for clean installs on new PC builds. Make sure
you back up your data.
Second, while you can attempt this on your current
Windows 10 machine, you may not get to the end. If it
doesn’t work, Windows 11 should roll you back to 10; but,
just in case, make sure you back up your data.
Third, please make sure you back up your data.
Only at this point can you grab a USB stick (this must
be 8GB or larger) and start rolling the dice.

STAGE 1: CREATING A WINDOWS 11 USB STICK

STEP 1

Impatient to get your hands on Windows 11?
Lee Grant walks through the steps you need
to get there without the long wait

How to install Windows 11

Download Windows 11

Your first step is to download Windows 11, which you
can do by heading to microsoft.com/en-gb/softwaredownload/windows11. You’re offered three options
here: download the Windows 11 Installation Assistant,
create Windows 11 installation media or download a
Windows 11 disk image (ISO).
The Windows Installation Assistant is well worth
investigating if you want to do an in-place upgrade.
After all, this means that all your installed programs
will be carried over with you. By all means, give it a try
and see if it works.
However, there are also obvious advantages to a clean
install. If that’s your preferred choice, then scroll down
to “Create Windows 11 Installation Media” and click
“Download Now”.
Microsoft’s download assistant will save the installer to
your machine and run it. You may need to twiddle your
fingers while the software sorts itself out.
STEP 2

This mimics the settings of the machine doing the work, so
if you want to choose alternative language options, untick
the box and make your choice. Press Next when ready.
STEP 3

Select USB flash drive

For this guide, we’ll select USB flash drive. Insert a USB
stick (8GB or larger) and press Next. Now is the long wait
as Windows 11 downloads; it weighs in at 4.1GB, which is
around 1,500 floppy disks in old money. After about a
week (depending on your broadband speed), the process
will complete. Click Finish.
You now have a bootable USB drive for Windows 11.
Congratulations.

Choose your options

Accept the licence agreement and, after another short
wait, the Select language and edition options will appear.
37
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UNDERSTANDING
Networking technology needn’t be
complex. Darien Graham-Smith
explores the protocol that
underpins almost all networks,
from your home LAN to the internet
40

IP

1

hen we see a string of numbers
such as “192.168.0.1”, most of us
know that we’re looking at an IP
address. But what exactly is an
IP address, and why does it take
that form? These are things you might not
know – and that’s fine, because you don’t
need that level of knowledge to keep your
home or small office network running
smoothly and securely.
Even so, the information can be useful
when it comes to troubleshooting and
optimising your network – and it’s interesting,
too, in a geeky sort of way. Here’s a quick
guide to the mysteries of IP and how it works.

W
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WHAT NEEDS AN IP ADDRESS?

The full name of IP is “internet
protocol”, but it’s not just used for
internet connections. In fact, any
device that’s on any sort of network
must have an IP address. If it doesn’t
have an address, it’s not on a network,
because nothing else can talk to it.
To be fair, that’s a simplification.
There are numerous networking
systems that don’t use IP addresses:
in the 1990s and before, many firms
ran their networks on Novell
NetWare, which used the IPX/SPX
protocol; others used the NBF system
(also known as NetBEUI) popularised
by IBM. Modern technologies such as
Bluetooth and Zigbee also allow
devices to communicate without
using IP. Generally speaking, though,
IP has become the universal default
for networking, because it’s open,
mature and suitable for both local
and internet connections.
There also doesn’t have to be a
one-to-one correlation between
devices and IP addresses. There can’t
be two systems with the same address
on a network; this would make it
impossible to route packets correctly,
and may end up making them both

inaccessible. However, one machine
can have more than one IP address.
Virtual machines often have their own
addresses, separate from their host
systems. And a single computer will
automatically acquire two IP addresses
if you enable two network interfaces
at once, which you might do for traffic
filtering or just so you can access two
separate networks simultaneously.
It’s a fair bet, though, that the
vast majority of connected devices
in your home have one IP address.
The exception is your router – but
we’ll get to that in a moment.

Understanding IP

2

BELOW Your ISP
gives your router
a globally unique
address

WHAT DO THE NUMBERS MEAN?

An IP address is normally
expressed as a series of four numbers
from 0 to 255 (at least it is under the
IPv4 standard, which we’re focusing
on here). Believe it or not, this
convention is intended to make
addresses easier for humans to work
with: for a computer it’s just a
convenient four-byte chunk, or a
single 32-bit number.
Since each of the four sections is
an eight-bit number, the parts are
known as octets. On most home
networks, the first three octets
will be the same for every device.
The last number uniquely identifies
each client; self-evidently this
means that you can have up to 255
devices on a single network, minus a
few addresses that are reserved for
special functions.
If you need more than this, you
can create additional subnets. For
example, many home networks have
addresses in the range 192.168.0.x; if
you need more, you can start using
192.168.1.x, and so forth. If you use all
available combinations of the third
and fourth octets, you get a generous
total of 65,025 addresses.
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AppleiPhone
iPhone 13
With improvements in every area, the plain
iPhone 13 is a great update – but you may be
tempted by others in the range
SCORE
PRICE 128GB, £649 (£799 inc VAT)
from apple.com/uk

O

n paper, you’d be hard pressed
to find a reason why Apple
didn’t call this phone the
iPhone 12S. The design and specs are
largely the same, and there are few
headline-grabbing new features.
But everything on the iPhone 13 is a
touch better than before – and some
elements are significantly better.
It’s cheaper too. The iPhone 13
costs £779 for 128GB of storage, £20
less than the 64GB iPhone 12 at
launch. If you need more storage, the
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256GB iPhone 13 is £879, while the
512GB model costs £1,079. The iPhone
13 mini (see p47) has similar specs but
is £100 cheaper in all its iterations. Or
you can go in the other direction and
buy the iPhone 13 Pro (see p48) or
iPhone 13 Pro Max (see p49) if you’re
looking for
higher specs
and, in the case
of the latter, a
larger screen.

Spot the
difference

If you own an
iPhone 12, you
won’t see many
differences if

ABOVE The iPhone 13
is available in five
muted colours

BELOW Cinematic
Mode allows you
to film with a
bokeh effect

you upgrade to an iPhone 13. If you
own an older iPhone or an Android
device, however, then several things
will leap out at you. First is the
flat-edge design, but be assured that
the phone is still comfortable to hold.
The front and rear are glass, but
only the front panel has Apple’s
patented Ceramic Shield technology.
Apple says this offers four times the
drop resistance of the glass on older
iPhones, but I wouldn’t recommend
putting this to the test.
On the subject of durability, the
iPhone 13 series is
IP68 dust and
water resistant,
with Apple
claiming it can
survive in up to
6m of water for
30 minutes.
On the left of
the phone are the
silence switch,
the volume

Camera tweaks

Going on the headline specs, the
iPhone 13 camera setup doesn’t look
that different to the array on last
year’s model, but some worthwhile
upgrades are hidden away through
tweaks and software updates.
There are two cameras on the rear: a
12MP wide camera with an aperture of
f/1.6, and a 12MP ultrawide camera
with a f/2.4 aperture and 120° field
of view.
That means no telephoto zoom.
Apple lists the iPhone 13 as having 2x
optical zoom, but this refers to the
jump between the two lenses. Look to
the Pro if you intend to grab
numerous long-distance shots. When

GEEKBENCH 5 (SINGLE CORE)

Apple iPhone 13 Pro

4,718

Apple iPhone 13 Pro

Apple iPhone 13 mini

4,643

Apple iPhone 13 mini

1,733

Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max

4,549

Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max
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Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic

Apple iPhone 13

4,436

Apple A15 Bionic

OnePlus 9 Pro

3,685

Qualcomm Snapdragon 888

Google Pixel 6
Google Tensor

Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic

Apple iPhone 13
Qualcomm Snapdragon 888

Google Pixel 6

2,696

1,668

Apple A15 Bionic

OnePlus 9 Pro

1,733

1,126
1,029

Google Tensor

BATTERY LIFE (RUNDOWN TEST)

3DMARK WILD LIFE (REGULAR, FPS)
Apple iPhone 13 Pro
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Apple iPhone 13 Pro

12hrs 18mins

Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max
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Apple iPhone 13 Pro Max

12hrs 16mins

Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic

Apple iPhone 13

52

Apple iPhone 13 mini

52

Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic

Google Pixel 6
Google Tensor

OnePlus 9 Pro

Qualcomm Snapdragon 888

34
34

Apple A15 Bionic
Apple A15 Bionic

OnePlus 9 Pro

10hrs 40mins

Apple iPhone 13

10hrs 33mins

Qualcomm Snapdragon 888
Apple A15 Bionic

Apple iPhone 13 mini
Apple A15 Bionic

Google Pixel 6

8hrs 54mins

HIGHER IS BETTER

Colourful display

The display on the iPhone 13 measures
6.1in with a 1,170 x 2,532 resolution,
equating to 460 pixels per inch. Apple
describes it as Super Retina XDR
OLED, but what actually matters is
that it’s both clear and bright and
can hold its own against other
smartphones in direct sunlight.
There are thin bezels around the
screen, and some of the display is
taken up with the notch at the top.
Yes, there’s still a notch on the iPhone
13, but it’s 20% smaller than that of
the iPhone 12 and the difference
is noticeable if you place them side
by side.
An important note here is that the
iPhone 13 display doesn’t get the new
120Hz refresh rate that Apple debuts
on the iPhone 13 Pro and 13 Pro Max.

GEEKBENCH 5 (MULTICORE)

HIGHER IS BETTER

RECOMMENDED

buttons and the SIM tray. The right
edge hosts the power button alone, so
it’s easy to find with your thumb or
finger when you’re trying to wake the
handset. On the bottom edge are the
speakers and the Lightning port for
charging and data transfers.
We found the iPhone 13 easy to use
one-handed – it measures 147 x 72 x
7.7mm and weighs 174g – although if
you want a truly one-handed device,
or you have smaller hands, the iPhone
13 mini is a better choice.
The rear of the iPhone 13 is plain
but classy, with the Apple logo taking
centre stage and the camera module
at the top left. A minor change this
year is that Apple has opted to arrange
the main lenses in the camera array
diagonally, rather than vertically as
on previous iPhones.
There are five colour options for the
iPhone 13: blue, midnight, starlight (a
cream colour), product red and pink.
These shades are rather muted, and if
you don’t like them you may want to
hang on and see if Apple introduces
more colours at a later date.
If you own an iPhone 12, you
should note that the cases for that
handset won’t fit the new model.

HIGHER IS BETTER
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8hrs 14mins

Google Tensor

not shooting at a distance, though,
this is a fantastic and versatile
camera. The main unit uses 1.7µm
pixels (up from 1.4µm on the iPhone
12), making a noticeable difference to
image quality.
You’re also getting Apple’s Sensor
Shift OIS technology, which debuted
in last year’s iPhone 12 Pro Max and
offers the best image stabilisation
we’ve seen on an iPhone.

There’s less noise in images taken
in most scenarios than in comparable
shots from the iPhone 12, and there
were very few situations where the
camera didn’t perform to the level I’d
expect: it’s a great point-and-shoot
experience. The ultra-wide camera’s
120° field of view is useful when you
want to get more of your subject or
scene in, but I mostly found myself
sticking with the main camera.
Another new feature here is
Photographic Styles, which you can
access through the camera app. These
enable you to apply custom looks to
your images, such as Rich Contrast,
Vibrant, Warm and Cool. These are
useful if you have a particular style of
shooting, and the idea is that, unlike a
simple filter, they allow the phone to
apply adjustments to different
elements of an image. It didn’t make a

ABOVE RIGHT Apple
describes the 6.1in
screen as Super
Retina XDR OLED
ABOVE The A15 Bionic
can cope with intense
tasks like real-time
video analysis

huge difference to my shots, but it’s
another tool in your arsenal.
On the front of the phone is a 12MP
f/2.2 wide camera that worked well
for selfies and video calls. The front
cameras on iPhones have been
impressive for some time now, and
while there are no big improvements
here, you’ll be happy with the results.
You can shoot video on the iPhone
13 in 4K at 24, 30 and 60 frames per
second, as well as Full HD at 30, 60, 120
and 240fps. The big video recording
upgrade is Cinematic Mode, which
allows you to film with a bokeh effect
where the background of your shot is
blurred. The effect also follows faces
that are in the frame, so it will switch
between subjects. It’s a fun tool and
something you may enjoy if you like
playing around with video modes.

Top speed

Apple’s iPhone 13 series all feature the
company’s new A15 Bionic chipset, its
latest attempt at making the most
powerful smartphone chipset on the
planet. Apple says it has a
“The iPhone 13 camera setup 50% faster CPU and 30%
doesn’t look that different faster GPU than the
competition, and our
to last year’s model, but
own tests (see the graphs
some worthwhile upgrades above) suggest this is
are hidden away”
largely accurate.
45
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Stormforce Onyx
GTX 1650

A well-balanced PC best
suited to 1080p gaming at
undemanding settings,
but Windows 11 flies

WINDOWS 11 PCs
You aren’t alone if you’re thinking that the shift to
Windows 11 means it’s time for a new PC. We test three
likely contenders to see which is best for your budget
PCSpecialist Fusion

Chillblast Fusion

11,002

PCSpecialist Fusion

10,796

Chillblast Fusion

7,056
4,509

Stormforce Onyx

15,000

20,000

10,851

9,739

7,867

Essentials

Productivity

Content Creation

10,825

Stormforce Onyx

3,820

Chillblast Fusion

3,679

PCSpecialist Fusion Supreme .................... 57

METRO: LAST LIGHT (1080P, LOW, FPS)
PCSpecialist Fusion

321

Stormforce Onyx

164
150

Chillblast Fusion

METRO: LAST LIGHT (1080P, HIGH, FPS)
PCSpecialist Fusion
Stormforce Onyx
Chillblast Fusion

162
53
47

METRO: EXODUS (1080P, LOW, FPS)
PCSpecialist Fusion

233
110

Stormforce Onyx

98

Chillblast Fusion

METRO: EXODUS (1080P, HIGH, FPS)
PCSpecialist Fusion
Stormforce Onyx
Chillblast Fusion

109
38
35

Stormforce Onyx GTX 1650

Chillblast Fusion Prime 11
Gaming PC

PCSpecialist Fusion
Supreme

£699 inc VAT

£1,000 inc VAT

£1,250 inc VAT

Intel Core i3-10105F

AMD Ryzen 5 5600X

AMD Ryzen 5 5600X

Memory

8GB 2,666MHz

16GB 3,200MHz

16GB 3,200MHz

Graphics

GeForce GTX 1650

GeForce GTX 1650

GeForce RTX 3060 Ti

Storage

500GB SSD

1TB SSD

1TB SSD

Price
Processor

Extras
Warranty

Water cooler
3yr C&R parts & labour

5yr (2yr C&R parts & labour,
3yr RTB labour only)

HIGHER IS BETTER

3DMARK TIME SPY

HIGHER IS BETTER

10,000

All our PC and laptop reviews this month
include results from PCMark 10. This
features a variety of tasks performed in
the workplace, including video calls and
Office applications. There’s an Overall
score and also three more detailed sets of
results, as described below. Note the
Overall score isn’t an average of the other
results, but its own standalone rating.
Essentials covers common workloads:
web browsing, videoconferencing and
app startup time. Productivity measures
everyday office performance, while
Content Creation covers work with digital
content and media, including photo
editing, video editing and rendering.
54
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7,898

S

Chillblast Fusion Prime 11 Gaming PC........56

HIGHER IS BETTER

PCSpecialist Fusion

HIGHER IS BETTER

GEEKBENCH 5 (MULTICORE)

PCSpecialist Fusion
6,741

5,000

5,766

Stormforce Onyx

Stormforce Onyx GTX 1650 ........................55

HIGHER IS BETTER

CINEBENCH R23 (MULTICORE)

HIGHER IS BETTER

0

5,512

Stormforce Onyx

BENCHMARKS
Overall

6,741

Chillblast Fusion

INTRODUCING PCMARK 10
PCMark 10

7,787

PRICE £583 (£699 inc VAT) from
stormforcegaming.co.uk

HIGHER IS BETTER

PCMARK 10 (OVERALL)

HIGHER IS BETTER

T

he era of Windows 11 is well and
truly upon us, but it may be
months before your current
system is deemed compatible (see our
interview with the general manager of
Windows on p14). If you’re feeling
bullish you can bypass the Windows
Update mechanism and update your
own machine, as we cover in some
detail from p36.
But there is another way to get
Windows 11 now, and that’s to buy a
new PC. To that end, we invited three
British manufacturers to send in
systems that were not only compatible
with Windows 11 but would make it
buzz. To give you the maximum
amount of choice, we set three
different prices for them to hit.
We provide full reviews over the
next three pages, and a series of
graphs on this page to give an at-aglance guide to their relative speed.

SCORE

CONTENTS

tormforce is a new name to
PC Pro, but it has all the
credentials we look for in a
PC supplier: a high rating on
Trustpilot, a UK base (Warrington,
Cheshire, to be precise) and it
supplies all its desktop computers
with a three-year collect-andreturn warranty. That includes parts,
labour and carriage, making it
one of the most comprehensive
warranties out there.
As such, we were interested to see
how it would rise to the challenge of
building a £699 system in these
challenging times. The answer is an
extremely well-balanced system that
spreads the limited budget available
around all the key components, while
keeping avenues open to upgrades
when the time is right.
The most challenging component
of all right now is the graphics card,
with the venerable GTX 1650 – a card
that made its debut in spring 2019
– still showing its mettle. Providing
you’re willing to make sacrifices when
it comes to detail settings, it remains
an excellent choice for 1080p gaming:
Metro: Exodus returned an average of
110fps at the Low defaults, and
Shadow of the Tomb Raider likewise
scored 80fps.
Things get trickier once you add
effects and greater anti-aliasing,
with the Onyx dropping to 38fps in
Metro: Exodus and 58fps in Shadow
of the Tomb Raider. Even older games
may need some caressing in the
options menu if you want to hit a
smooth 60fps or beyond, with 2013’s
Metro: Last Light averaging 53fps at
High settings. Notably, those scores
BENCHMARKS
PCMark 10 (see p54)
5,512

Overall
0

5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

9,098

7,842

6,369

Essentials

Productivity

Content Creation

3DMark Time Spy
3yr (1 month C&R, 1yr RTB parts &
labour, 2yr labour only)

3,820
0

5,000

Windows 11 PCs
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10,000

15,000

20,000

were higher than the more expensive
Chillblast Fusion Prime 11 (see p56).
If there comes a time when your
demands outstrip what the 1650 can
offer then it will be a simple upgrade,
with a 500W power supply offering
plenty of room for manoeuvre; even
at its peak, this PC consumed only
162W. That reflects a minimalist feel
inside the chassis, with two plain
sticks of 4GB 2,666MHz RAM leaving
room for two more on the Asus Prime
B460M-A motherboard.
There are more exciting and
well-featured motherboards around,
but the key inclusion for any potential
upgrader is the presence of a second
M.2 slot to build upon the 500GB SSD
that Stormforce includes. It’s easy to
access, too, sitting just above the
graphics card. There is a PCI-E x1 slot
free as well, with the other occupied
by a Realtek Wi-Fi 5 PCI-E card, but
beware that your future graphics
card may well be double thickness
and swallow up that space.
Remove the right-hand
side of the chassis and you’ll
find space for one 2.5in
drive and two 3.5in hard
disks. Other chassis
offer more room to
grow, but the Cooler
Master MB320L is
relatively compact. The
two-thirds height glass
side allows you to gaze at
the components within,
but as supplied there isn’t
much lighting to get excited
about: two red LED fans at the
front and that’s it. With another
rear-mounted fan, and the fan atop
the plain Intel cooler, there will
always be a hum in the background,
with no clever PWM modulation to

reduce speeds when
demands are low.
The front window is
curved plastic, with
boy-racer grilles on either
side, allowing
those red fans to
shine through
ominously. The
overall effect is
understated and
almost classy.
Kudos to
Stormforce here,
as it could easily have
compromised on the chassis
but decided to invest.
Your final upgradable
component is the processor,
with Intel’s Core i3-10105F
chip in place. Again, this is
an aging part; next month, if
the world’s technology
supply chain is back
working, we hope to have
12th generation Alder Lake machines
ABOVE The glass side
enables you to see the
on test, and we expect these to offer a
components within
huge leap over 11th gen chips, let
alone 10th generation processors such
as the i3-10105F.
This leaves the Stormforce trailing
some way behind both other systems
here, which benefit from a
“The 10th generation Intel six-core AMD Ryzen 5
Core i3-10105F chip leaves 5600X processor. It
wasn’t leagues behind in
the Stormforce trailing
PCMark 10, with a score of
some way behind both
5,512 compared to 6,741
for the Chillblast, but the
other systems here”
difference becomes
obvious in benchmarks that exploit
all the available cores and threads.
That showed itself in Geekbench 5
(4,509 vs 7,056), Cinebench R23
(5,766 vs 11,002) and the PC Pro
benchmarks (173 vs 302).
If you don’t intend to push this PC to
extremes, you will find it supremely
quick in everyday use. Windows 11
flew along without any issues, and
it’s more than capable of playing
games at 1080p (albeit not
always at High settings). For
buyers on a tight budget
who want the latest OS
right now, the
Stormforce Onyx GTX
1650 is a fine choice.
TIM DANTON

ABOVE The case is
understated and
compact, and allows
the red fans to shine

SPECIFICATIONS
4-core 3.7GHz (4.4GHz burst)
Intel Core i3-10105F processor
Asus Prime B460M-A
motherboard 8GB 2,666MHz DDR4
RAM 4GB Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650
graphics Intel stock air cooler 500GB
WD Blue SN550 M.2 PCI-E 3 SSD Cooler
Master MB320L chassis 500W PSU
Windows 11 Home 218 x 435 x 410mm (WDH)
3yr C&R warranty (parts & labour)
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Your bonus
software

Total value
this month

£132

We scour the globe to negotiate the best software deals for our readers, from extended
licences to full programs you don’t need to pay a penny for. Here’s this month’s lineup

Watchdog Anti-Malware 2021

1

2

Advanced SystemCare 15 Pro
Six-month licence
worth £10
iobit.com

REQUIRES Windows
7 or later; 50MB hard
drive space;
in-application
registration

Extend the life of your solid-state drive and access a host of low-level
settings that could improve its performance.
Turn off Windows defragmentation to avoid unnecessary activity, and
examine SMART data to monitor drive health.
Optimise your settings automatically, or retain control over the
parameters applied to your drive.

3

If the software needs
registering, click the purple
Register button, or follow
the instructions on the left of the
product page (again, please read
these carefully). In some cases, you
may need to register for a PC Pro
software store account – if you don’t
already have one – and you might be
prompted to reenter the coupon
code on the spine or cover.

Remember to claim your software by 31 December 2021

pcprodownload.co.uk
66

This batch image editor and converter lets you
Full product
quickly apply tweaks and edits to several images
worth £19
simultaneously. It’s perfect if you’ve completed a
ascomp.de
photo shoot and realised that every frame is a little
too dark, for instance.
REQUIRES Windows 7
It’s also delightfully easy to use, as you’re guided
or later; 50MB hard
through every step of the process. You have access to
drive space
several editing options, each of which can be applied
en masse, including rotation, colour adjustment,
brightness, contrast and saturation tweaking, cropping, and changing the
resolution. Despite the hand-holding, the editing tools are surprisingly
advanced, and you’re given a significant degree of control over how your
images are tinkered with.
Once you’ve specified your edits, you can opt to keep or overwrite the
originals. If you decide to create new files, you’ll be prompted to create a rule
for their naming – such as adding numbers, suffixes or prefixes. You can also
choose to save the edited images to a new location, and convert them to your
preferred format.

Full product
worth £10
abelssoft.net

How to claim your bonus software
Once you’re in the download
area, you can access this
month’s bonus software by
navigating to the relevant product
page and clicking the red Install
button. For trial software, freeware
and other downloads, click the
Install button below the product
description, or follow the onscreen
instructions (please make sure to
read these carefully).

Image Former 2 Professional

SSD Fresh 2021

This smart tool uses
One-year,
multiple antivirus engines
one-PC licence
to detect threats that your
worth £38
regular security software
watchdog.dev
might miss. To get started,
just select the Smart or
REQUIRES
Deep option and click Scan:
Windows 8 or later;
the program trawls your
150MB hard drive
hard drive, and if it finds
space; online
something suspicious, it
registration
passes a fingerprint (not
the whole file) to its cloud
scanner for further analysis.
Watchdog Anti-Malware’s Cloud Scanning
Platform then checks your “fingerprint” using
multiple antivirus engines before returning its verdict
to the program. You don’t have to worry about any of
the technicalities: all you’ll see is a report listing any
threats as they’re discovered.
When the scan is complete, you can browse the
report, delete individual items, quarantine them,
exclude them if you’re sure they’re safe, and clean up
your entire system with a click.

Visit pcprodownload.co.uk.
You’ll need to enter the coupon
code printed on the spine of the
cover (or directly on the cover if
you’re a digital subscriber). If there’s
no code on the spine, you have
bought the £4.99 version of PC Pro,
which doesn’t include a code. Also
enter your email address. We’ll then
send an email to confirm that your
code has been registered.

Bonus software

FACEBOOK.COM/PCPRO

4

Clean, speed up and optimise your system, and perform a wide range of
important privacy- and security-related tasks.
Remove personal data left behind by your browser and other applications,
scan for spyware and audit security settings.
Reduce start times, optimise memory use for different tasks, and remove
unnecessary files and shortcuts.

FileBackup 2

Soundstage 2020
Please be sure to install and
register your bonus software
before the date that’s specified
below. After this date, we can’t
guarantee that it will still be possible
to download or register this issue’s
bonus software.

REQUIRES Windows
7 or later; 50MB hard
drive space; online
registration

Full product
worth £35
ashampoo.com

Full product
worth £20
oo-software.com

REQUIRES Windows
7 or later; 200MB
hard drive space;
in-application
registration

REQUIRES Windows 7
or later; 250MB hard
drive space; online
registration

Any problems?
If you need assistance
with the coupon code or
have registration issues,
please contact us at
software@pcpro.co.uk

This virtual sound card tool helps dramatically improve the quality of PC
audio when listening with headphones.
Mimic the audio quality of a surround-sound system, with options for 5.1,
6.1 and 7.1 configurations.
Tweak the output of individual virtual speakers, and boost output levels on
quieter audio.

This portable backup application doesn’t need to be installed or linked to
any specific backup device.
Back up files and folders on demand to any visible location, and optionally
create schedules.
Consuming just 4MB, this tiny backup tool is simple to use, fast and
responsive.
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Practical buying and strategic advice for IT managers and decision makers

Buyer’s guide

MONITORS

FOR GAMERS
AND CREATIVE
PROFESSIONALS
Following on from our monster roundup of 29 generalpurpose monitors last month, this month we provide
buying decisions for two very different disciplines

I

f you’re of the opinion that a monitor is a monitor is a monitor, then
we have some news: you’re wrong. While it’s true that most of the
UK’s computing population would be delighted with the top picks
from last month’s test of general-purpose monitors, a competitive
gamer or creative professional would be wasting their money.
Take a videographer. They need a panel that will display the video
in their target colour space, and if they’re editing HDR video then they
ideally need support for both PQ and HLG flavours (see p78). A
designer who works in print would be well advised to choose a screen
that accurately displays the Adobe RGB gamut, so they can be
confident what they see onscreen will match what emerges from the
printer. And so it goes on through countless professional disciplines.
For gamers – and indeed games designers – the needs change
once again. It’s no coincidence that we see five curved screens here,
and every single gaming monitor on test includes 1ms response times
and a minimum 144Hz refresh rate. Then there’s support for AMD and
Nvidia’s adaptive sync technologies (read what these actually mean
on p86), and extra features from RGB lighting to headphone holders.
To help you in your quest for the perfect monitor, we’ve essentially
split the Labs into two so you can compare like with like. Good luck.
CONTRIBUTOR: Tim Danton
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Business endpoint
protection
Laptops, phones and PCs need
protection, no matter where
your employees are working.
Dave Mitchell explains what
to look for, and reviews four
powerful contenders

T

he past 18 months have
been a bumper harvest for
hackers. As SMBs struggled
with the sudden switch to
home working, there was a huge rise
in ransomware attacks and other
exploits – and though many staff are
starting to come back into the office,
the numbers continue to rise.
The challenge for businesses now
is to provide flexible security that can
protect all staff, whether they’re
based at home or in the office, as well
as for those who will be dividing their
time between the two. It’s
a big security challenge
for hard-pressed IT
security personnel.
The solution is an
endpoint protection
suite, which can protect
workstations, laptops and
mobiles, regardless of
where they’re located and
what sort of connectivity
they have. There are
plenty of such products to
choose from, and many of
them are affordable and
manageable for SMBs.

94

This month we round up endpoint
protection solutions from four of the
biggest names in the industry:
F-Secure, Kaspersky, Sophos and
Trend Micro. On the following pages
we put each one through its paces to
help you make the right choice.

Cloud nine

The four products we’ve chosen are
all cloud-managed, as this is by far
the most sensible model for
companies with limited in-house IT
expertise and resources. Doing it this

way means you don’t need to worry
about hosting or configuring the
server components: there’s almost
no setup required, and ongoing
management can be
“Cloud management
performed from any
browser, via a user-friendly
means you don’t need
web console.
to worry about hosting
On the client side, all
or configuring the
that’s needed is to deploy
server components”
the appropriate agent
software. If you’re
supporting a widely distributed
workforce, look for the ability to send
BELOW The agent
users a link that lets them download
software picks up all
and install the software themselves.
its security settings
Ideally, warn remote workers when
from the cloud portal
to expect the email, and tell them
what will happen when they click
the link, to reduce the likelihood of
their being tricked into
installing something
malicious instead.
In most cases, the
agent installer will
automatically register
the software with your
cloud account, and
start enforcing your
chosen security

@PCPRO

Hybrid working –
is your IT ready?
Having staff regularly moving back
and forth between locations and
networks brings new challenges for
many businesses. Steve Cassidy
explores how to make it work

H

ybrid vigour” is a term from
genetics, describing the
observation that pure
pedigree animals tend to
be more vulnerable to sickness than
cross-breeds. So it is in the world of
IT. Adapting to hybrid working –
where employees divide their time
between office and home working –
might not be easy, but once achieved

102

it leaves your business in a stronger
and more secure overall position.
Of course, some companies are
ahead of the game, having decided
years ago that they’d rather have a
workforce out in the wild than one
stuck in cubicles. Or it might be that
your systems and procedures are
already well adapted for other
reasons. As you’ll surely recall, prior
to the pandemic, one of the most
urgent challenges facing businesses
was the growth of ransomware. It
was such a major issue that the
government issued official guidance
on how to minimise the dangers of a
ransomware attack. Defensive
strategies included thinking about
how to be resilient and avoiding too
much reliance on big, isolated,
special-purpose systems. As it turns
out, these recommendations also
apply to hybrid working.

I suspect that when the pandemic
hit, most businesses were in the other
camp – the one for those who hadn’t
made a serious effort to enable
working from home, and who weren’t
in a good position to abruptly switch.
This isn’t a case of having made the
“right” decisions. For the most part,
those businesses that were most ready
to switch were ones whose daily
functions naturally lent themselves to
a tablet or laptop interface, using
remote access or a simple, buttonadorned website. The rest have had to
deal with much more fundamental
constraints of business or technology:
in issue 324, guest real-worlder David
North discussed the challenges of
coping with a workforce scattered all
over the UK. As he noted, some
transactions inside a business entail
multiple steps in multiple software
products, each of which has a group

FACEBOOK.COM/PCPRO

of appropriately authorised users;
that’s comparatively easy to manage
when the users, the computers and
the support staff are all in one place,
but harder when they’re scattered
across different geographical
locations and connection types.
Having to find ways around that
challenge opens the door to all sorts of
hazards. Suppose, for example, that
the chief accountant (being the
canniest investor with the biggest
house) is the furthest from the DSLAM
in the exchange or street cabinet, and
thus has the least reliable connection.
You can’t wait for the DSL line to be
repaired before an order can go
through: the easiest fix is to give
someone else the ability to do his job
too, bypassing the internal security
that suddenly doesn’t seem so
important. That itself should raise a
red flag, but implementing it might be
an issue aside. If you’re using the
same central authentication for VPN
sign-in and app protection, a simple
change request to get around a trivial
service interruption can require the
IT guy to get out of bed for a midnight
restart back in the office.
Clearly, while technology can
overcome many problems, the trick is
in finding the right solution. There’s a
continuum between full remote access
via VPN and lightweight remoteviewing systems, and new tech tends
to arrive and evolve just a bit more
quickly than the utilities smart
enough to amalgamate everything
into a single remote-working process.

Turning the table

So perhaps there isn’t that much to be
learnt from companies who’ve been
able to seamlessly transition to home
or hybrid working thanks to an
all-web, all-cloud workflow. It’s
much more instructive to look at the
“wrong answers” group instead.
Below you’ll see a table of the most
common ways people try to work

The Network Hybrid working

from home, and a summary of some of
the strengths and limitations of each.
Of course, these assessments aren’t
universal and eternal, but I’d suggest
that there’s always an appropriate
level of device and associated
methods of connecting and working.
Yes, it’s possible to log into an RDP
host from a smartphone, but it’s not
realistic to turn in eight hours of daily
grind that way. Other limitations
apply to gaming laptops (many of
which are both expensive and
relatively short-lived due to heatmanagement issues) and the classic
multimedia-oriented family PC.
Then again, in accordance with the
principles of cyber-resilience, it’s a
good idea to try out the edge cases. It’s
well worth knowing exactly how bad
it is trying to share a presentation to
an audience of iPads, so that you
know whether or not it’s feasible to
take that option when there’s no
other way to get things done.

Learning from Sage

If you want to see an enterprise IT
person in a state of shock, show them
a small business with a singlemachine or small LAN licence for Sage

Accounts. This isn’t meant
as a criticism of Sage: the
software does a great job of
cramming a lot of businesscritical data into a
surprisingly small space,
using a database format that
puts a lot of emphasis on
snappy responses.
The interesting part is
what happens when
something goes wrong. In
my experience, if there’s a
problem with your
database, the Sage online
team is always very ready
to pick up your entire Sage
file collection, upload it to
their own environment
and make the necessary
ABOVE You can’t
inspections and repairs. It’s an
expect home workers
admirably direct, hands-on approach
to put in eight hours of
to support, and sometimes only one
graft on their phones
repaired file needs to be downloaded
at the end of the process.
IT managers, however, may well
view this procedure with horror,
because it appears just to hand over
all your customer data without a
moment’s thought. We’re so
accustomed to the idea of having only
one, heavily protected copy of our
work-in-progress that the
“If you can run your app
idea of anyone duplicating
it to anywhere has
locally on a machine that
become anathema.
lives mostly at home, it
Yet the lessons of
may be smart to hand out
lockdown point in the
a copy of your data”
opposite direction. If you
can run your app locally
on a machine that lives mostly at
home, it may be smart to hand out a
copy of your data, for use when other
options are unavailable. This isn’t so
different from an everyday backup/
restore process, except that it
happens out of the office inside a
single company laptop. Habit tells us
it’s bad to open a 100,000-item
database, take two items out of it
and delete the rest. But if you take a

THE CONTINUUM OF WORK-FROM-HOME DEVICES
SMARTPHONE

TABLET

CONVERTIBLE/TABLET PC

LAPTOP

DESKTOP

Line-of-business
apps

No

Probably not

Yes – as long as you have a
keyboard

If there was ever a good
place to run copies of
your apps, it’s here

Yes

Legacy apps

Only via remote desktop

Remote desktop feasible,
but not always practical

Yes, though again a
keyboard is a must

Yes, either local or
remote

Yes, either local or
remote

Offline data sets

Probably not, but technically
possible – the PalmPilot
managed it 25 years ago!

Generally too fiddly to
bother with

Yes

Yes

Yes

Shared access

No

No

Maybe

Maybe

Yes

Multi-role

Only very simply, such as
having multiple email
accounts on one phone

Rarely considered, so tends
to suffer from similar
limitations to smartphones

Yes

Yes

Yes

Main strength?

Supremely portable

Still portable but with a
bigger screen

Good balance of portability
and compatibility

Fine for almost any job

More powerful and
expandable than a
laptop
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“Apple has an obsessive desire to
control all aspects of its products,
down to the tiniest of details”
Jon delivers his verdict on EU legislation to make USB-C ports mandatory,
and explains why he won’t be buying a new Surface device

T

he EU has decided that all
mobile devices shall use the
USB-C port for charging. Or, to
be technically correct, it has proposed
legislation that, if adopted, vendors
will have two years to comply with.
The full statement can be found at
pcpro.link/327usb, but I will draw
your attention to a couple of key
sentences. First: “USB-C will become
the standard port for all smartphones,
tablets, cameras, headphones,
portable speakers and handheld
videogame consoles.”
This leaves out a whole swathe of
devices and opens up a rat’s nest of
questions. For example, what is a
“camera”? Does that include product
sectors such as security webcams?
You will notice that laptops aren’t
mentioned either, and quite a few
laptops still have custom roundbarrel DC connectors for charging.
When does a laptop turn into a tablet,
if it is a convertible design?
You can see the lawyers lining up
expensive consultations even as I type.
The other sentence worth noting is
this: “In addition, the Commission
proposes to unbundle the sale of
chargers from the sale of electronic
devices.” You will note that the
definition of “electronic device” is
somewhat woolly. Nowhere does this
proposed legislation define what such
a device is, unless it is intended to be a
shorthand to the list given above.
I am in two minds about this. As
you might imagine, Apple has already
squealed that it is being forced to
move away from Lightning to a later
standard. It’s quite likely that USB-C
wouldn’t have come about unless
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Apple had refused to adopt one of
the many previous USB standards,
many of which defined the term
“clunky”. Maybe “inept” would have
been a better term.
As you’d expect from Apple, which
has an obsessive desire to control all
aspects of its products, down to the
tiniest of details, it decided that a plug
that couldn’t be inserted either way
up was simply unacceptable. The
design for Lightning is clever,
allowing both sides of the connection
to negotiate between a number of
voltage lines and data lines,
optimising for power or data speed.
The problem with Lightning is that
it’s proprietary and really quite out of
date, especially when it comes to
data-transfer rates where it is stuck in
the weeds of USB 2 speeds.
Now the move towards USB-C isn’t
exactly a shock to Apple. It’s been
moving towards USB-C for a while,
but I am somewhat concerned by
several of its changes. In the “well
done” bracket is the iPad Pro 12.9in,
which has a USB-C connector
supporting USB 4 and Thunderbolt 4,
both up to 40Gbits/sec. This can fall
back to USB 3.1 Gen2 speeds
(up to 10Gbits/sec) if
required. For most, the
USB 4 spec is more than
enough; Thunderbolt 4 just
ices the cake, although
there are few scenarios
that will really make use
of this. It almost came as a
by-product of moving to
the M1 chipset, first seen in
the 2021 MacBooks.
A more interesting
comparison point is the
just-released iPad mini (see
p52). This too has moved
away from Lightning and
sports a USB-C port.
However, this is limited to

Jon is the MD of an IT
consultancy that
specialises in testing
and deploying kit
@jonhoneyball

BELOW USB-C could
become the standard
connection for a wide
range of devices

USB 3.1 Gen1, and hence up to 5Gbits/
sec. Better than Lightning, but no
match for the USB 4 and Thunderbolt
4 support of the iPad Pro.
Now consider the all-new Apple
iPhone 13 Pro Max (see p49), still
stuck on the old Lightning connector.
While it’s easy to see that this is good
from the point of view of an
upgrading user, who will already
have the necessary cables, and also
for the third-party vendors who have
devices that are oriented around
Lightning, it really isn’t a good
solution for most users. For instance,
charging speed could be better on
USB-C, assuming that the battery
temperature and chemistry can be
kept under control. No-one would
ever want to release a phone that had
an exploding or bloating battery.
But there is a bigger problem for
the iPhone 13 Pro Max. In this latest
design, Apple has incorporated the
capability to record video in the
ProRes codec format. While this
sounds all very exciting, consider the
storage requirements: a single minute
of 4K HDR ProRes video gobbles 6GB
of space. This is one reason why the

4K ProRes capability is only available
on the 256GB or higher version of the
13 Pro Max: the smaller storage
version at 128GB is deemed to be too
constrained to support this feature,
and so is limited to 1080p. And this is
one reason why there is a new 1TB
version of the 13 Pro Max.
Now roll this forward. Shooting a
lot of 4K HDR ProRes is going to eat
your storage space. Getting this off
the phone is going to be a challenge
because Lightning becomes an
obvious bottleneck. A USB-C
connector would most certainly
help, even if it was the USB 3.1 Gen1 at
the 5Gbits/sec of the new iPad mini.
Far more useful would be the full USB
4/Thunderbolt 4 implementation
found on the iPad Pro 12.9in.
So why isn’t it there? Maybe it’s
down to the fundamental differences
between the A series chipset and the
M series, and Apple just isn’t ready to
put desktop-oriented capabilities
into a phone. Perhaps this is
something it’s reserving for the iPad
Pro, laptops and desktops.
All is not lost on the data-handling
front, however. Apple has a good
implementation of 5GHz 802.11ax
(Wi-Fi 6) that will get you Gigabit
Ethernet speed if you have the
appropriate infrastructure. Apple
seems to be limiting the speed to
around 931Mbits/sec, the same as
Gigabit Ethernet, rather than
allowing it to scream up to the
1.7Gbits/sec of the fastest
implementations of 5GHz Wi-Fi 6.
But this is probably a wise
compromise; how many users will
have infrastructure of a Wi-Fi 6
router that has an Ethernet backbone
faster than 1Gbit/sec anyway, or
any other storage and connected
devices on the local LAN running at
these exulted speeds? It’s fine for
me to demand more, because I
have Wi-Fi 6 access points with
10Gbits/sec fibre connections, and
a full 10Gbit backbone. But this
isn’t exactly common.
Let’s go back to the start: what
will happen about the proposed
legislation? The EU will doubtless
push this through and, at some
point, the two-year transition
period will start. I suspect that
Apple will either move to
USB-C in the iPhone 14 next
year or push things out to iPhone 15.

Or it might decide just to have no
connection at all. I can’t remember
the last time I used Lightning either
for charging or for data transfer. And
what about that IEEE specification
802.11ay, which allows for near-field
data transfer in the 60GHz band? This
isn’t the same as the 60GHz ultra
wide band (UWB) location feature
used by Apple Tags, but Apple is
shipping hardware today with 60GHz
capabilities. Why not just have a
combined charging pad that’s also a
60GHz wireless receiver? Then you’ll
have no problem moving those
Hollywood blockbusters filmed on
your iPhone off to other devices.
As for the EU proposal, all I can say
is “meh”. It’s far too late to have any
real impact. Most vendors of the listed
product types are on USB-C already,
apart from Apple. As for unbundling
chargers… well, the big players have
been doing this for over a year.

ABOVE 4K HDR
ProRes footage eats
through 6GB of
storage per minute

“Most vendors
of the listed
product types
are on USB-C
already, apart
from Apple”

BELOW Microsoft’s
Surface Pro 8 is
tempting, but far
too expensive

Surface landings

Microsoft announced a number
of new Surface devices to coincide
with the launch of Windows 11. I was
quite tempted by the Surface Pro 8.
The Surface Pro has always been a
solid workhorse, and the latest
version brings some long-awaited
improvements. It now has an 11th
generation Intel processor, and
the much-needed USB-C with
Thunderbolt 4 support too, not to
mention a 120Hz screen.
I even ended up in the Microsoft
Store looking at prices. At which
point, my enthusiasm waned. The
Core i7 version with 16GB of RAM
and 1TB SSD is £2,059. Add on the
keyboard and Slim Pen 2, and we
increase that by £260. I just couldn’t
bring myself to hand over the thick
end of £2,500 for a laptop/tablet
with a middling-quality keyboard
and 16GB of RAM.
Moving on to the next item in
the announcements, the Surface
Duo 2. You will recall my fun with
the Duo over the past year, from
the initial purchase via a friend in
Seattle to discovering all its features
and quirks. Despite its obvious
issues, I still really like the concept,
and the execution is nearly there.
The big limitations (no rear camera,
no 5G, an outdated processor) are
undoubtedly niggles, but the biggest
is the lack of support from Microsoft.
Yes, it’s provided bug fixes and
security updates, but we’re still stuck
on Android 10.
The Duo 2 fixes all of that: a
trio of rear-facing cameras,
5G support, a cutting-edge
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Inspirational stories from computing’s long-distant past

Amiga bounces
back to life
The Commodore Amiga was one of the most innovative
computers ever created, but its legacy has been buried
in legalities. David Crookes looks at how it’s bouncing back,
with big hopes for a small-size reimagining

C

ommodore is a name that
resonates strongly with
computer users of a certain
age. The company that made
it famous created the Commodore 64
– still the biggest-selling single
computer of all time. It also produced
the PET, the VIC-20 and, of course,
the Amiga range that was first
introduced in 1985 and went on to
achieve sales of around five million.
Given such a pedigree, you’d think
a revival of the Amiga would proudly
bear the Commodore branding. But
when such a project was announced
by Retro Games Ltd in July, the name
was nowhere to be seen. It didn’t
appear in the press release; it didn’t
figure on the images of the packaging;
and it won’t take pride of place on the
new machine itself.
“The Amiga has really been held
back over the years by legal issues,”
explained Jonah Naylor, editor of
Amiga Addict magazine. And indeed
it has. Commodore folded in 1994
and its assets ended up in the
hands of Escom, the German PC
manufacturer that went bankrupt
three years later. But understanding
who owns what has been akin to
wading in muddy waters ever since.
“Thankfully, these legal problems
are finally starting to settle,” Naylor
said with a sigh.
To delve too deep into exactly
what has happened over the years
would drown us in legalities, take
up far too much space and, quite

frankly, be prone to error. Suffice to
say, the assets, patents and
trademarks of the computers and key
software are owned by different
entities, much to the frustration of a
hardcore group of Amiga fans who
have remained loyal to the computer
for more than 25 years.
“Legal battles have continued to
plague the Amiga’s future and block
continued innovation,” lamented
Jamie Krueger, one of many
enthusiasts determined to keep the
computer alive. It’s precisely why
the new Amiga is being called
THEA500 Mini (it can’t even use
the Amiga name), but it seems at
least to be on safe ground. “We own
our own trademarks and shapes,”
said Retro Games managing director
Paul Andrews. “So basically other
third-party legal battles are none of
our business.”

ABOVE The Amiga ball
is bouncing back into
our lives, even if the
brand itself isn’t

As the name suggests, THEA500
Mini is going to be doing two key
things: replicating the look and feel
of the Amiga 500 – the popular model
released in 1987 – yet doing so in a
case that’s far smaller than the
original footprint of 325 x 470 x
65mm. You only need to take a
cursory glance at the console’s
prototype to see that it will be barely
bigger than the accompanying
original-style two-button mouse.
But that does mean a compromise
has had to be made.

Recalling the past

BELOW This prototype
shows just how small
the new THEA500
Mini actually is

The clue is in the word “console”.
Just like a previous product by Retro
Games (THEC64 Mini, which was
based on the Commodore 64), the
revived Amiga won’t include a
working keyboard. If users want to
type, they’ll have to use the mouse or
the bundled eight-button gamepad to
control an onscreen keyboard instead.
Users can connect a standard external
PC keyboard to the machine, but
there’s no denying it’s already
a bugbear for some Amiga fans,
who had hoped that Retro
Games would go straight in with a
full-size replica of the Amiga 500,
just as it eventually did for its
Commodore 64 spin-off when it
launched THEC64.
“People ask us all the time why
we make miniature consoles
first,” Andrews told PC Pro. “Well,
in very rough figures, around 80%
of the global sales of THEC64
range were the mini version, so
the perception that the public
want a full-sized working
machine with a keyboard is not
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what we’re seeing. We do want
to supply that 20% with a
full-sized working machine
as well, though.”
But why bother
bringing the Amiga
back in the first
place, small, large
or somewhere in
between? This is, after
all, a machine that hasn’t
been around for some 25 years,
so just what is it about the Amiga
that keeps enthusiasts hanging on?
Krueger is clear: “One thing you
need to understand is just how
personally influential these machines
were to countless individuals and
how they changed their lives forever.
Over the years, I have heard dozens
of stories from people that trace
their professional careers, lifetime
friendships and even how they met
their future spouse back to the
Amiga,” he said.
It also helps that, back in the day,
the Commodore Amiga was leaps and
bounds ahead of anything available at
the time. “It was truly a powerful,
elegant and user-centric machine,
and it certainly wasn’t yet-anotherPC, soon to be tossed aside in favour of
the newest rehash of the same old
thing,” Krueger added.
As proof, he points to how the
Amiga’s Motorola 680x0 CPU in
combination with specialised custom
chips made it a powerhouse of
computing. “The custom chips
offloaded many normally CPUintensive tasks such as graphics,
sound processing and other logic,
freeing the CPU to execute
programs,” he explained.
“Its multitasking operating system
was also arguably the first truly
pre-emptive multitasking OS ever
released for a personal computer.
When Windows was a mere shell over
the mono-tasking MS-DOS and the
average PC was barely able to display
eight or 16 colours and beep sounds,
the Amiga was displaying 4,096
colours, rocking four-channel stereo
music and running several programs
at the same time.”

Updating a classic

THEA500 isn’t going to reinvent
the wheel. Instead, it aims to give
people a flavour of why the Amiga
was so popular. It will emulate the
original and enhanced chipsets of
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the
Amiga
500 while
supporting
the Advanced
Graphics Architecture
of the 32-bit Amiga 1200.
Many months have been spent
trying to produce an instantly
recognisable machine that replicates
most of the original’s functionality.
To do that, Retro Games struck a
deal with Cloanto, which holds the
rights to the original Amiga ROMs
(though the internal code was created
by Retro Games). It also worked hard
on perfecting the look of the machine.
“A lot of time was spent trying to get
the CADs and the mouse
just right,” Andrews
said. “Obviously, much
of THEA500 Mini has
been made smaller
than the original
machines, and we’ve
had to make the
mouse optical rather
than a roller ball. But
we’ve tried to make the
machine look and feel right
physically, just as we did with
THEC64 Mini.”
Importantly, the company needed
to ensure the new device would work
well with today’s technology, so there
are three USB ports into which you
can connect the mouse, gamepad and
a flash drive (there’s no working 3.5in
disk drive, after all). There’s also an
HDMI port so that the machine can
connect to modern TVs. It does mean
THEA500 won’t be compatible with
many past adds-ons. “It’s unlikely old
hardware will work without extensive
mods,” Andrews said. But who
knows? New third-party hardware
may end up being created over time.
For now, built-in software will
allow you to replicate the past by

selecting multiple scaling options and
a CRT filter – the latter allowing
the screen to resemble an
old cathode-ray
tube monitor.
There will
also be a
choice
between
50Hz and
60Hz screen
refresh, and a lot
of time has been
spent on perfecting
the innards; no easy
task, given the original
machine had dedicated
chips to handle different
functions as well as direct
memory access.
“We’ve ended up with a
compromise between hardware
and software complexity,” said
Chris Smith, Retro Games’ chief
technology officer, who says the
biggest challenge was creating a
hardware platform that would
ABOVE Don’t be
fooled by the keys:
provide the power needed to run
you’ll need to plug in
games at their full frame rate without
your own keyboard
tearing at 720p while keeping costs as
due to size limitations
low as possible. There’s a chance
THEA500 Mini could even run
Workbench, the
graphical file manager
of AmigaOS, as well
as serious software
such as DPaint,
which was used to
create many past
videogames for the
computer. “If it
works on emulation,
then things could and
ABOVE The controller
should work,” said Andrews. In
is modelled on the
reality, we’ll have to wait and see.
gamepad originally
We certainly know that many
made for the ill-fated
games will run: THEA500 will come
Amiga CD32 console
with 25 built-in titles, including Alien
Breed 3D, Another World, Kick Off 2,
Pinball Dreams, Simon the Sorcerer,
Speedball 2: Brutal Deluxe, The Chaos
Engine, Worms: The Director’s Cut
and Zool: Ninja of the Nth Dimension.
“You will also be able to
“I have heard stories from side-load third party
software into THEA500
people that trace their
if you have the legal
careers, friendships and Mini
right to do so and, from day
even how they met their one, we have made the Mini
spouse back to the Amiga” work with WHDload [a
software package that
makes it easy to install and run
floppy-disk-based games]”, said
Andrews. This also opens THEA500
Mini to the dozens of homebrew
games that are being released.
“It would be great if THEA500 Mini
inspired more people to code again,”
Andrews added.
LEFT The ports on the
back are compatible
In that sense, THEA500 Mini
with modern
supports the endeavours of the
technology
hardcore Amiga fans who have long

Futures
We explore the trends and technologies that are set to shape the future

Can AI organise
our skies?
As drones and flying taxis threaten to complicate already busy routes,
the Alan Turing Institute and air traffic controllers have teamed up to
automate our skies. Nicole Kobie reveals their high-flying research

W

hile the skies over our
heads have been quieter
throughout the
pandemic, they’re
normally jammed full of planes:
Heathrow alone saw 1,300 flights
take off or land each day in 2018,
and ferries more than 80 million
passengers annually. That makes
air traffic control a complex job —
and with unmanned drones and
small electric planes eventually
added to the mix, it could become
completely unmanageable.
That’s why NATS — once known as
National Air Traffic Services — has
teamed up with data scientists and AI
researchers at the Alan Turing
Institute, the national body for
investigating and developing such
smart technologies.
Since 2018, the two organisations
have been working on project funded
by the Engineering Physical Sciences
Research Council worth £12 million.
Called Project Bluebird, a sweetsounding name for a serious bit of
work, it has the high-flying aim of
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bringing automation and AI to air
traffic control.

The legacy effect

The first stage of the project involved
developing a proof of concept, says Dr
Evelina Gabasova, principal research
data scientist at Turing, and that
revealed an early hurdle: AI and air
traffic control are two disparate fields.
“As you can imagine, we speak
different languages in AI research
compared to air traffic control,” she
said. “So it was a lot about us learning
their problems, and them learning
how we operate and do things.”
Thankfully, NATS has its own
R&D team that is used to working
on the latest innovations, including
investigating the impacts of contrails
on climate change and modelling
flight management systems. “We look
at everything in our team from
artificial intelligence and automation
to urban air mobility, and looking at
integration of new airspace users, and
how we can build benefits into the
system, be it for capacity or

environmental or performance and
safety,” said Louisa Smith, head of
research and development at NATS.
Nevertheless, translation between
the two sets of experts is key. “While
the Alan Turing Institute has that
intense understanding and knowledge
around data science and how it works,
they might not completely understand
how it works in an air traffic
management environment,” Smith
explained, saying that’s what makes
the project so important. “It’s about
bringing industry together with
academic partners to move some of
these concepts and ideas forward
into the future.”

First phase

The original Project Bluebird used an
open-source air traffic simulator
called Blue Sky for AI researchers and
PhD students at Turing to get a better
grip on the complex subject matter,
with ideas sparked by a pair of
collaborative hackathons with NATS.
That work revealed a second set of
hurdles: little work has been done

